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Abstract. The objective of the study is to develop and explain from a theoretical and analytical point of view suitable and economical design solutions for a farm
for 108 - 120 dairy cows with different systems of cleaning and storage of manure and afterwards to prepare a comparative analysis of their most important
technological and technical and economic parameters. A total of 2 technological variants for free rearing of cows in a three-line building with end food trail have
been compared (one variant for cleaning solid manure by a tractor with a bulldozer shovel and its storage on a site fenced from three sides with reinforced
concrete walls and bottom linked through a ditch to a dug-in liquid manure scoop pit and one variant for cleaning liquid manure by a scraper installation and its
storage in a reinforced concrete semi-dug lagoon). It has been found out that the variant with a solid manure management system is more economical by
relative: built-up area and volume, costs of basic construction materials (concrete, reinforcement and structural steel) and investment costs for constructing the
technological profile of the floor of the building, as well as the facilities and equipment for cleaning, transportation and storage of manure. It requires 1,97 times
less capital investments (971,30 EUR/stock place) for both constructing and equipping the farm with the variant for liquid manure management (1909,30
EUR/stock place).

Keywords: buildings, cows, cubicles, technological profile of the floor, concrete manure storages, slurry and solid manure

Introduction
In recent years in Bulgaria following the example of modern
technological and construction solutions in West European
countries, the USA and Canada buildings for cows with varied
capacity have been constructed or are in a process of design and
construction (Dinev, 2007).
In the newly constructed buildings in the world and in our
country dairy cows are basically free reared in individual cubicles by
applying different manure cleaning systems. Preferred are
automatically driven scraper installations on the surface of manure
trails pushing manure through slots in transversal (to the longitudinal
axis of the building) under-floor channels, and with capacity of 100 200 cows – mobile equipment as well (Dinev et al., 2009; Canada
Plan Service, 2006). From the facilities for solid manure storage
indisputable is the advantage of the land surface site fenced on three
sides with solid walls and bottom made of watertight reinforced
concrete combined with ditch for discharge of the drained liquid
manure fraction to a dug-in scoop pit and when treating the manure
as liquid – a semi-buried lagoon with hydroinsulated reinforced
concrete walls and bottom (Dinev et al., 2009; Dougherty et al.,
1997; Fulhage et al., 2001; Holmes et al., 2005; Koenig and
Runestad, 2005).
The majority of cattle farms in our country have not solved the
issue of cleaning and storage of manure waste yet according to EU
hygiene and veterinary medical requirements and regulations
(Directive 96/61/ЕС, Environmental Protection Act, 2002;
Regulation No. 7…, 1992; Regulation No. 3…, 2003). Most of the
few renovated manure reservoirs are the result of expensive
equipment imported directly from abroad, but not always adequate

for the specific conditions on the farms.
Production practice lacks scientific research rationale to
investigate the needed investment costs in our Bulgarian conditions.
The objective of the present study is to develop and explain
from a theoretical and analytical point of view suitable and
economical design solutions for a farm with 108 - 120 dairy cows with
different systems of cleaning and storage of manure and afterwards
to prepare a comparative analysis of their most important
technological and technical and economic parameters.

Material and methods
Objects of study are the 2 technological variants developed by
the authors for free rearing of cows in semi-open buildings with light
steel support structures and longitudinal walls replaced by curtains,
with 3 lines of individual cubicles and an end food trail with the
following methods of cleaning and storage of manure:
Variant А (Figure 1) – building with capacity 108 cows, cleaning
liquid manure through electrically driven scraper installations along
the surface of the manure trails (combiscrapers 1,5 kW). Manure
moves along the building from both ends to the middle where
through slots (20 cm wide) it enters a duple underfloor manure
collecting channel. Manure mass in the channel is diluted with
technological water, homogenized by stirring with an
electromechanical device (paddle) and moved to a revision shaft
outside the building. From there by a 10 kW pump for
homogenization and sucking thick liquids with a cutting device)
manure is pushed along an underground pipeline to a manure
reservoir (“lagoon” type). The lagoon is semi-buried, hydroinsulated
reinforced concrete, with capacity 1070 m3 for 4-month storage of

* e-mail: vpdimova@abv.bg
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manure. The lagoon is pumped out by a liquid manure cistern
(single-axis with options), aggregated to a wheel tractor 120 hp –
after homogenization;
Variant В (Figure 2) – building with capacity 120 cows for
cleaning solid manure by a tractor (60 hp) with a bulldozer shovel.
The tractor pushes the manure mass to a solid manure reservoir

where it is stored for 6 months. To disperse the solid manure fraction
on agricultural areas a manure dispersing trailer 10 m3 is provided.
The manure reservoir is a site fenced from three sides with a
capacity of 1200 m3, with watertight reinforced concrete walls and
bottom sloped (1,5%) to a ditch passing along its open end and
covered by a metal grid. The bottom of the ditch is 0,8% sloped to a

Figure 1. Variant A - building for free rearing of 108 cows with cleaning liquid manure and nits storage in a reservoir
(”lagoon” type)

Figure 2. Variant B - building for free rearing of 120 cows with solid manure and its storage on a site fenced from
three sides with reinforced concrete walls and botton, linked through a ditch to a dug-in scoop pit for the drained liquid
manure fraction
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round dug-in scoop pit for liquid manure that is pumped through a
cistern after homogenization every 4 months. Between the building
and the solid manure reservoir there is a site with reinforced
concrete pavement.
The variants of the buildings have been compared by adhering
to the regulatory requirements (Regulation No. 44..., 2006;
Technological rates..., 1982) under the same starting provisions. It is
assumed that the number of stock places coincides with the number
of cows reared in the building. Buildings do not have longitudinal
walls but are closed by retractable curtains in adverse atmospheric
and climatic conditions. The support structures of the buildings are
skeleton ones made of steel frames (tread 480 сm). They are
absolutely the same and are not taken into consideration in the
study. It is assumed that animals are reared in two production
groups. All individual cubicles are 120 сm wide and 250 сm long,
intercubicle aisles are 250 сm wide, manure trails in the feeding front
are 350 сm wide and food trails are 360 сm used unilaterally. It is
planned manure to be cleaned by a rope scraper installation (variant
А) or by a tractor with bulldozer shovel (variant В). Forage is
dispensed from a missing trailer (mixer) on the end stripe of the
feeding trailer formed by terracotta tiles (without specific rack).
When determining the built-up area only the total area of the building
is taken into account. When determining the built-up volume, the
volume of the building is taken into account in variant B and in variant

А - that of the under-floor duple manure channel as well. When
determining costs for concrete for the technological profile of the
floor 10 cm thick layer is adopted for the rest zone (under individual
cubicles), and for the rest of the buildings - 15 сm. Steel needed for
the technological profile of the floor is divided into two types –
reinforcement for reinforcing the pavement (6,5 and 8 every 20 сm in
both directions) and structural – for the basic technological elements
(dividers between cubicles, limiting fixator in the feeding front,
technological gates, railings, etc.).
When developing technological variants it is important to
ensure the rated front for feeding per cow, which is problematic in
three-line buildings, therefore feeding ad libitum has been adopted
here.
Milking parlour, the waiting room to it, all relevant technical,
public utility and office rooms and the delivery area have been
adopted as being the same for the variants and are not subject of the
present study.
The building makes use of rubber mattresses (3 сm) – for
cubicles and manure trails (variant А) and for cubicles only (variant
В). On figure 3 the identical for the variants cross-section through the
cow building is shown with the only difference in the technological
and manure trails front (details “А” and “В”).
Variants have been compared by the following parameters:
general and relative: built-up area and volume, feeding front, costs of

Figure 3. Cross-section through a building for free rearing of 108 -120 cows. Detail “A” - variant with cleaning liquid
manure; Detail “B” - variant with cleaning solid manure

the basic construction materials (concrete, reinforcement and
structural steel) and investment costs for constructing the
technological profile of the floor of the building, of the facilities for
manure storage and purchase and installation of equipment for
cleaning, transportation and treatment of the manure.
Based on the results obtained technical and economic rationale
of the studied manure management systems has been made: by
total relative construction value of the technological profile of the
floor of the building; by total relative construction value of the
equipment for manure storage; by total relative construction value;
by total relative value of the manure management equipment; by
total investment costs for constructing and equipping the farm with
manure management equipment. The comparative analytical
method is used in the study.

Results and discussion
Table 1 presents the number of animals and the total and
relative built-up area, volumes and feeding fronts in the studied
variants for buildings with different method of manure cleaning used
for free rearing of cows in individual cubicles. The date in the table
show that in variant А, where manure is treated as liquid, it is
possible to have 108 stock places, whereas in variant В (with solid
manure) the number of stock places is 120. Moreover, the relative
built-up area of variant А (9,33 m2/stock place) is by 11,1% greater
than that of variant В (8,40 m2/stock place). Similar is the ratio
between the relative built-up volumes in the two variants of the
building. Whereas in variant А the value of that parameter is 47,63
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m3/stock places, in variant В it is 42,22 m3/stock place. The greater
difference (12,8%) between the variants is accounted for by the
additional built-up volume for manure channels and shafts in variant
А. This is the reason why the obtained results about the studied
basic construction costs for building the technological profile of the
floor of the building cleaning liquid manure (variant А) are
significantly greater than the ones in the building for cleaning solid
manure (variant В).
The data show that for variant А, compared to variant В, relative
costs of materials are greater, respectively: concrete cost - by 38,0%
(1,49 m3/stock place – for variant А, 1,08 m3/stock place – for variant
В), of reinforcement steel - by 27,3% (43,88 kg/stock places – for
variant А, 34,48 kg/stock place – for variant В), of structural steel - by
25,2% (66,61 kg/stock place – for variant А, 53,19 kg/stock place –
for variant В).
The data about the relative feeding front (per stock place) show
that in both variants values are almost identical (0,49 m/stock place –
for variant А, 0,48 m/stock place – for variant В). The minimum
difference at the same length of the building is accounted for by the
greater capacity in variant В (120 cows) compared to variant А (108
cows). Feeding of the cows is ad libitum, therefore it is not necessary
to provide the required feeding front.
The results about all construction investment costs for
constructing the technological profile of the floor of the building in
both studied technical and technological variants are given in figure
4. They show that the profile of the floor in variant А requires 39,6%
more capital investments compared to variant В, and its relative
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construction value is 325,04 EUR/stock place (variant А) and 232,88
EUR/stock place (variant В), respectively. Due to the need for
building manure channels and shafts in the liquid manure variant,
the relative value of excavation works in it is increased by 67,3%
(19,66 EUR/stock place – for variant А against 11,75 EUR/stock
place – for variant В), of concrete - by 37,9% (82,99 EUR/stock place
– for variant А against 60,16 EUR/stock place – for variant В), of
reinforcement steel – by 25,8% (29,05 EUR/stock place – for variant
А against 23,09 EUR/stock place – for variant В), of structural steel by 25,3% (123,99 EUR/stock place – for variant А against 98,99
EUR/stock place – for variant В), and of all other construction works by 78,4% (69,38 EUR/stock place – for variant А against 38,88
EUR/stock place – for variant В).
Table 2 shows the studied variant facilities for storage of
manure on a farm for 108 - 120 dairy cows: liquid manure storage
area (“lagoon” type) – with variant А and solid manure storage area
(concrete site for the solid manure fraction fenced from three sides,
combined by a dug-in scoop pit for its liquid fraction and a ditch for
discharge of the latter from the site to the pit) – in variant В. The total
and relative built-up areas and volumes of these facilities and the
total and relative costs for concrete, reinforcement and structural
steel for their construction have also been recorded. Data show that
since the difference between total built-up areas (790,2 m2 – for
variant А and 873,9 m2 – for variant В, respectively) is 10,6%, relative
built-up areas in both variants (7,32 m2/stock place - for А and 7,28
m2/stock place - for В, respectively) differ insignificantly - by 0,5%.
That is due to the greater capacity of the farm in variant В (120 cows,
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Figure 4. Construction value (investments) for constructing technological profile of the floor in building
for free rearing in individual cubicles of 108 - 12 0 dairy cows:
A - variant of building with capacity 108 cows and cleaning liquid manure through scraper installation ;
B - variant of building with capacity 120 cows and cleaning solid manure by a tractor with a bulldozer shovel;
a) relative value of excavation works;
b) relative value of CEW (construction and erection works) for concrete;
c) relative value of construction and erection works for reinforced steel;
d) relative value of construction and erection works for structural steel;
e) relative value of other construction and erection works;
f) relative total constructing value.
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Table 2. Technical and economic parameters of the variant facilities for manure storage on a farm for free rearing of 108 - 120 dairy cows
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Table 1. Technical and technological parameters of the technological profile of the floor in buildings for free rearing of 108 - 120 dairy cows

the same number of stock places, respectively) compared to the
farm capacity in variant А (108 cows, respectively stock places). As
for the relative built-up volume (15,68 m3/stock place – for variant А
and 9,37 m3/stock place – for variant В, respectively) the resulting
difference is significant - 67,3%. It is seen that in variant А the need of
diluting the manure mass in the cattle building with water until
obtaining consistency of a liquid manure results in greater lagoon
capacity (1693,5 m3/stock place) compared to the capacity of the
solid manure site, the liquid manure pit and the ditch in variant В
together (1124,7 m3/stock place) – difference of 50,6%.
A significant difference between the variants is noted in the
parameters for costs of construction materials. In variant А the
relative cost of concrete (3,41 m3/stock place) is by 70,5% greater
than in variant В (2,00 m3/stock place), and the relative cost of
reinforcement steel (173,31 kg/stock place – for variant А and
106,27 kg/stock place – for variant В, respectively) is greater by
63,1%. The significantly greater values of both parameters in variant
А are accounted for by the 1,00 m greater technologically necessary
height of lagoon walls, 10 сm greater thickness of its bottom (by
structural considerations), as well as the availability of four fencing
walls (the walls of the solid manure site in variant В are three). The
costs for concrete and reinforcement in variant А are increased by
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Figure 5. Construction value (investments) for constructing of variant facilities for manure storage
on a farm for free rearing of 108 - 120 dairy cows.
A - variant of manure reservoir for storage of liquid manure ("lagoon" type) in farm with capacity 108 cows;
B - variant for storage of solid manure (a site fenced from three sides with reinforced concrete walls
and bottom, linked through a ditch to a dug-in scoop pit for liquid manure) in farm with capacity 120 cows;
a) relative value of excavation works;
b) relative value of CEW (construction and erection works) for concrete;
c) relative value of construction and erection works for reinforced steel;
d) relative value of construction and erection works for structural steel;
e) relative value of other construction and erection works;
f) relative total constructing value.
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the concrete paved road for movement of a cistern for
homogenization and pumping liquid manure that passes along the
dyke ridge around the lagoon, which is of reinforced concrete
pavement.
Table 2 shows that the relative cost of structural steel for variant
А (12,31 kg/stock place) is by 23,1% greater than that for variant В
(10,00 kg/stock place). The elements of the safety pipe fence around
the lagoon (in variant A) and the metal grids on the discharging liquid
manure ditch (in variant B) are mainly of structural steel.
In both studied variants separate quantitative and cost
calculations of construction works for building the respective
facilities for manure storage have been made, on the basis of which
their total construction costs have been determined.
On figure 5 one can see the big difference between the studied
variants in value of the excavation works for construction of facilities
for manure storage. In variant А the relative value of excavation
works (103,44 EUR/stock place) is 3,9 times greater than that of
variant В (26,45 EUR/stock place). That is explicable since the
lagoon (variant А) is semi-buried, whereas the site for the manure
solid fraction that requires the greatest capital investments of all
facilities in variant В, is above the ground surface. Smaller, but still
significant differences are observed in the other studied investment
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Table 3. Investment costs for constructing and equipping for a farm for free rearing of 108 - 120 dairy cows with different systems of cleaning and storage of manure

costs referred per stock place. Construction works in variant А cost
more than these in variant В as follows: for concrete - by 69,5%
(188,62 EUR/stock place - variant А, 111,30 EUR/stock place variant В), for reinforcement - by 74,0% (116,08 EUR/stock place variant А, 66,71 EUR/stock place - variant В), for structural steel - by
23,2% (22,92 EUR/stock place – variant А, 18,61 EUR/stock place –
variant В), for other works - by 61,2% (102,64 EUR/stock place –
variant А, 63,68 EUR/stock place – variant В).
Total relative construction values of facilities for manure storage
show that for construction of a liquid manure lagoon (variant А)
533,70 EUR/stock place are needed - by 86,1% more than for
concrete solid manure site fenced on three sided combined with
dug-in liquid manure scoop pit and a connecting ditch for drainage of
the liquid manure fraction - variant В (286,75 EUR/stock place).
Table 3 shows the total and relative construction investment
costs for constructing the technological profile of the floor of the
developed variant solutions for production building and facilities for
manure storage on a farm with capacity 108 - 120 dairy cows. All
initial investment costs (total and relative) for constructing and
equipping the cattle farm are also given. It is seen that in relation to
construction investments more economical is the variant with solid
manure management (variant В). Total relative construction costs,
including for floor profile of the building and facilities for manure
storage are by 65,3% greater than for variant А (858,73 EUR/stock
place), than for variant В (519,63 EUR/stock place). The relative cost
of manure management equipment (including installation), is 2,3
times greater for variant А (1050,57 EUR/stock place) compared to
variant В (451,67 EUR/stock place). Moreover, relative total
investment costs (for construction of the technological profile of the
floor of the building, the facilities for manure storage and the farm
equipment as a whole) differ 1,97 times, for variant В capital
investments 971,30 EUR/stock place are needed and for variant А –
1909,30 EUR/stock place.

Conclusion
The building with 3 rows of individual cubicles (one end single
and one inner double line), located unilaterally along an end feeding
trail is more economical in the variant for cleaning solid manure by
tractor with bulldozer shovel than in the variant for cleaning liquid
manure by scraper installation with the following parameters: by
relative built-up area - by 11,1%; by relative built-up volume - by
12,8%; by relative cost of basic construction materials for
constructing the technological profile of the floor – concrete - by
38,0%; reinforcement steel - by 27,3%, structural steel - by 25,2%;
by relative investment costs for constructing the technological profile
of the floor: for excavation works - by 67,3%, for concrete - by 37,9%,
for reinforcement steel - by 25,8%, for structural steel - by 25,3%, for
all other construction works - by 78,4%.
The site fenced on three sides with reinforced concrete walls
and a bottom for storage of solid manure, the dig-in liquid manure
scoop pit and the connecting manure ditch together are more
economical than the semi-buried liquid manure lagoon with vertical
reinforced concrete walls by the following parameters: by relative
built-up area - с 0,5%; by relative built-up volume - с 67,3%; by
relative cost of basic construction materials: concrete – by 70,5%;
reinforcement steel - by 63,1%, structural steel - by 23,1%; by
relative investment costs: for excavation works - 3,9 times, for
concrete - by 69,5%, for reinforcement - by 74,0%, for structural steel
- by 23,2%, for other works - by 61,2%.
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The variant with a solid manure management system is more
economical than the variant with liquid manure management system
by total investment costs for constructing and equipping a farm for
free rearing of 108 - 120 dairy cows by the following parameters: total
relative construction cost of the technological profile of the floor of
the building – by 39,6% (232,88 EUR/stock place - in solid manure
system; 325,04 EUR/stock place – in liquid manure system); total
relative construction cost of the manure storage facilities - by 86,1%
(286,75 EUR/stock place - in solid manure system; 533,70
EUR/stock place – in liquid manure system); total relative
construction cost (including the profile of the floor of the building and
the manure storage facilities) - by 65,3% (519,63 EUR/stock place in solid manure system; 858,73 EUR/stock place – in liquid manure
system); total relative construction cost of the manure management
equipment (including installation) - 2,3 times (451,67 EUR/stock
place – in solid manure system; 1050,57 EUR/stock place - in liquid
manure system); total investment costs for constructing and
equipping the farm with manure management equipment - by 96,6%
(971,30 EUR/stock place - in solid manure system; 1909,30
EUR/stock place – in liquid manure system).
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